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Theoretical characterization of intermolecular vibrational states through the
multi-configuration time dependent Hartree approach: The He2,3ICl clusters
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Instituto de Física Fundamental (IFF-CSIC), CSIC, Serrano 123, 28006 Madrid, Spain

(Received 2 November 2011; accepted 1 December 2011; published online 28 December 2011)

Benchmark, full-dimensional calculations on the ground and excited vibrational states for the tetra-,
and penta-atomic weakly bound He2,3ICl complexes are reported. The representation of the potential
energy surfaces includes three-body HeICl potentials parameterized to coupled-cluster singles, dou-
bles, and perturbative triples ab initio data. These terms are important in accurately describing the
interactions of such highly floppy systems. The corresponding 6D/9D computations are performed
with the multi-configuration time dependent Hartree method, using natural potential fits, and a mode
combination scheme to optimize the computational effort in the improved relaxation calculations.
For these complexes several low-lying vibrational states are computed, and their binding energies
and radial/angular probability density distributions are obtained. We found various isomers which
are assigned to different structural models related with combinations of the triatomic isomers, like
linear, T-shaped, and antilinear ones. Comparison of these results with recent experimental data is
presented, and the quantitative deviations found with respect to the experiment are discussed. © 2011
American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3671611]

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of experimental techniques, such as
supersonic nozzle expansion,1–9 and the advantages of ab
initio electronic structure calculations10–15 and quantum-
mechanical methods,16–21 has made possible to study the
structure and dynamics of weakly bound systems in more
detail. The present work is directed at investigating the
aspects of the multidimensional potential energy surfaces
(PES) of van der Waals (vdW) complexes, e.g., formed by a
few He atoms and the heteronuclear ICl dihalogen molecule,
and their effect on spectroscopic features. This work forms
part of an extended investigation of such prototypical inter-
actions and, in particular for the HeNICl case with N = 1, 2,
and 3, permits a direct comparison between first principles
computations and the available experimental data.22–24 To our
knowledge, there are no previous full dimensional theoretical
studies dealing with the tetra- and penta-atomic species of this
series, while experimental data have been recently reported.22

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and two-color action
spectroscopy techniques have been utilized to record discrete
features associated with transitions of multiple conformers
of the He2,3Br2 and He2,3ICl complexes, with the energetic
ordering of them in agreement with previous theoretical
predictions on the tetra-atomic species.21, 25 In these earlier
studies variational calculations with reduced dimensionality
have been reported using PESs which are based on the sum
of three-body interactions for these systems.21, 25–27 Also, for
larger complexes quantum-chemistry-like treatments have
been reported,28–30 and in case of the HeNICl clusters with 3
< N < 30 such calculations have been also carried out using

a)Electronic mail: alvaro.v@iff.csic.es.

the same multi-body surface to simulate the spectra of polar
molecules embedded in 4He environment.31

Recently, we showed that for He2,3Br2 complexes
the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH)
method32, 33 can be efficiently used to provide the energies
and structural properties of different isomers.34 Thus, this
methodology is employed now to describe the He2,3ICl com-
plexes, which present higher anisotropy, as compared to the
case with a homonuclear dopant, He2,3Br2. In particular, for
the triatomic HeICl cluster earlier coupled-cluster single dou-
ble triple (CCSD(T)) calculations have predicted the exis-
tence of three potential minima, with decreasing well-depths
values from linear to near T-shaped to antilinear configu-
rations. This topology of the potential was found to mark
clearly the HeICl measured spectra as well as the complexes
of higher order,22, 24 and it is expected to have a persistent ef-
fect on our present computations. As the number of degrees
of freedom increases the exact calculation of intermolec-
ular vibrational states becomes more laborious, and even
computationally prohibitive for the traditional variational
methods. For larger clusters approximate methods are then
employed to handle the computational effort, and insights on
anharmonic quantum effects for smaller species become use-
ful in guiding them. Therefore, such benchmark results are
desirable for both resolving issues on the PES representation,
and serving as a quantitative check of new or approximate
approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
some computational and methodological details of the ab
initio calculations used for the potential representation and
the MCTDH computations of the HeNICl, N = 1, 2, 3,
vibrational states. The results of these calculations are also
presented. In particular, the characterization of different
conformers and the spectroscopic properties of some of them
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are discussed in comparison with the available experimental
data. Besides, few vibrational excited states corresponding to
He–He stretching modes in the T-shaped well arrangements
configurations are also calculated for N = 2 and 3 complexes.
Section III contains some concluding remarks.

II. COMPUTATIONS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

The methodology used to compute the bound states of
the HeNICl systems has been recently detailed in Ref. 34. The
molecular Hamiltonian is described in satellite coordinates
(r, Rk), r is the vector joining the I and Cl atoms and Rk
are the vectors from the center of mass of the I–Cl molecule
to the k = 1, . . . , N He atoms. The Hamiltonian takes the form

Ĥ = − ¯
2

2m

∂2

∂r2
+ j2

2mr2
+

N∑
k=1

(
− ¯

2

2μ

∂2

∂R2
k

+ l2k
2μR2

k

)

− ¯2

mICl

∑
k<l

∇k · ∇l + V (r, R1, . . . , RN), (1)

where j and lk are the angular momenta associated to the
vectors r and Rk, respectively. m is the reduced mass of the
diatomic ICl molecule, μ is the reduced mass of the He-
ICl system and mICl is the sum of the masses of the I and
Cl atoms. The effect of the kinetic energy coupling terms
(−¯2/mICl

∑
k<l ∇k · ∇l) has been estimated to be less than

0.02 cm−1 in the energy of the states from five dimensional
(5D) variational calculations for both He2Br2 and the He2ICl
molecules,16, 21, 25 and thus we did not consider this term fur-
ther on.

A. Ab initio calculations and potential form

For the He2XY, XY = Br2, ICl, tetra-atomic molecules
it has been shown that a potential form consisting in the
sum of the three-body HeICl interactions plus the He–He
interaction is able to describe very accurately the 5D tetra-
atomic ab initio CCSD(T) potential.21, 25 Recently, work on
He3Br2 showed that the extension of this potential form to
penta-atomic molecules together with the capabilities of the
MCTDH method to describe systems with high dimensional-
ity can provide a very detailed description of its lowest vibra-
tional states in agreement with the experimental findings.22, 34

In this work we use again such representation to describe the
HeN–ICl, N =1, 2, 3, molecules, with the potential form being

V (r, R1, . . . , RN) =
∑

k

VHeICl(r, Rk)

+
∑
k<l

VHe−He(Rk, Rl) + UICl(r), (2)

where the VHeICl(r, Rk) terms are the CCSD(T) parameter-
ized potential of the HeICl complex described below, the
VHe−He(Rk, Rl) terms are the potential function for He2 given
in Ref. 35, and UICl(r) is the diatomic interaction ICl po-
tential calculated at the CCSD(T) level of theory, as the tri-
atomic one, and is given in the supplementary material (see
Table I).36

TABLE I. Well-depths (De in cm−1) and equilibrium distances (Re in
angstroms and ϕe

i in degrees) for the indicated (#T,#L,#A) configurations of
the HeNICl systems, with N = 1, 2, 3 and re = 2.321 Å.

(#T,#L,#A) De Re
i ϕe

i

(0,1,0) − 58.62 3.86 . . .
(1,0,0) − 38.97 3.81 . . .
(0,0,1) − 38.03 5.12 . . .

(1,1,0) − 97.72 3.82/3.86 . . .
(0,1,1) − 96.67 3.85/5.12 . . .
(2,0,0) − 85.64 3.81 48.80
(1,0,1) − 77.40 3.82/5.12 . . .

(2,1,0) − 144.51 3.86/3.81/3.81 0.00/48.80
(1,1,1) − 136.16 3.86/3.81/5.12 . . .
(3,0,0) − 132.63 3.81/3.81/3.81 48.90/97.55

We used the sets of (r, R3, θ3), (r, R1, R3, θ1, θ3, ϕ1),
and (r, R1, R2, R3, θ1, θ2, θ3, ϕ1, ϕ2) coordinates shown in
Fig. 1, to describe the HeICl, He2ICl, and He3ICl sys-
tems, respectively. Ab initio computations of the HeICl in-
teraction at fixed ICl bond distances of r = 2.271, 2.321,
and 2.386 Å have been reported at the CCSD(T) level
of theory.31, 37 To account for the dependence on r we ex-
tend here these calculations in two more values of r, 2.15,
and 2.5 Å, in order to describe the whole range of the v

= 0 and 1 vibrational states of ground state ICl molecule.
Following the fitting procedure of Ref. 37 the 3D PES is
described by a Morse+vdW analytical function in R3 and
θ3 coordinates, while for the r a 1D cubic-spline interpo-
lation is employed. The potential parameters for r = 2.15
and 2.5 Å are listed in the supplementary material (see
Table II),36 while for the other three values of r they are given
in Tables II and III of Refs. 31 and 37, respectively. The model
potential reproduces very well the ab initio triatomic values
with maximum standard deviation of 0.94 cm−1, and an av-
erage standard deviation of 0.14 cm−1 for all previous and
present (r, R3, θ3) values.

In the case of heteronuclear dihalogen molecules, it has
been found that the PESs of rare gas-dihalogen complexes
support a triple-minima topology, corresponding to linear,
near T-shaped and antilinear configurations for their elec-
tronic ground states.4, 12, 26, 37 In particular for the HeICl po-
tential in the r range studied, the global minimum with an
energy of −58.62 cm−1 at R3 = 3.86 Å and r = 2.321
Å corresponds to a linear He–I–Cl (θ3 = 0◦) configuration.
The second minimum, with energy of −42.75 cm−1, is at R3

= 3.75 Å and r = 2.15 Å corresponding to a near T-shaped
(θ3 = 110.9◦) configuration of the complex, while the last one
is found for antilinear He–Cl–I (θ3 = 180◦) geometry at en-
ergy of −38.032 cm−1 at R3 = 5.12 Å and r = 2.321 Å.
We label the different equilibrium geometries as (#T,#L,#A),
where #T, #L and #A are the number of He atoms in the near
T-shaped, linear, and antilinear geometries, respectively.

In Table I the well-depths and equilibrium geometries
for the HeICl, He2ICl, and He3ICl complexes are given at
the equilibrium ICl distance, re. For the tetra-atomic system
four minima on the surface are reported here in complete
accord with the ones found previously in Ref. 37, while for
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of coordinate system for He3ICl complex (see text).

the penta-atomic cluster we present only three optimal struc-
tures, which are related with the triatomic and tetra-atomic
complexes mentioned above. These are found at energies of
−144.51, −136.16, and −132.63 cm−1 corresponding to the
(2,1,0), (1,1,1), and (3,0,0) configurations, respectively. In
Fig. 2 we show 2D contour plots for the He3ICl surface in the
Cartesian (Z,X) and (X,Y) planes. The ICl molecule is frozen
along the Z-axis in its equilibrium geometry (re = 2.321 Å),
with the two He atoms being also fixed at their tetra-atomic
equilibrium positions of Table I, while the remaining He atom
is allowed to move in the (Z,X) or (X,Y) plane. The tetra-
atomic molecule is fixed to a (0,1,1) configuration in panel

of Fig. 2(a), (1,1,0) configuration in panels of Figs. 2(b) and
2(c) and (2,0,0) configuration in panel of Fig. 2(d). One can
see that several stationary points of the surface are shown in
these plots, corresponding to bending configurations of the
He atoms, like the ones in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) at angle values
of around 40◦ and 140◦, which are related with the “bifork”
structures found previously for the tetra-atomic He2ICl.37

In order to evaluate the quality of the analytical ex-
pression of the Eq. (2), we performed CCSD(T) electronic
structure calculations38, 39 at the above mentioned optimal
configurations for each of the three complexes. We em-
ployed both large- and small core ECPs, ECP46MWB, and

TABLE II. Potential values and interaction energies for the indicated configurations of HeNICl (N = 1, 2, and 3),
and their complete basis set limit values at CCSD(T) level of theory, using large- (ECP46MWB) and small-core
(ECP28MDF) pseudopotentials together with the SDB-AVT/QZ or AVXZ-PP, X = T,Q,5 basis sets for I and AVXZ
for He and Cl atoms, respectively. bf stands for the set (3s3p2d2f1g) of bond functions.37

ECP46MWB(SDB-AVT/QZ) ECP28MDF(AVT/Q/5Z-PP)
(#T,#L,#A) AVTZ+bfa,b/AVQZb/AVQZ AVTZ/AVQZ/AV5Z CBS[TQ5] PES Eq. (2)

(0,1,0) −58.37/−54.72/−60.32 −46.07/−54.39/−57.59 − 59.45 − 58.63
(1,0,0) −39.83/−37.23/−38.85 −32.24/−37.11/−39.46 − 40.83 − 38.97
(0,0,1) −37.66/−34.80/−35.17 −30.44/−34.63/−36.35 − 37.35 − 38.03

(1,1,0) −/ −92.10/−99.34 −78.42/−91.64/−97.18 − 100.41 − 97.72
(0,1,1) −/ −89.40/−95.39 −78.42/−91.64/−97.18 − 96.75 − 96.67
(2,0,0) −/ −81.74/−85.02 −70.94/−81.46/−86.53 − 89.50 − 85.64

(2,1,0) −/ −136.78/−145.69 −117.32/−136.17/−144.39 − 149.18 − 144.51
(1,1,1) −/ −127.34/−134.95 −109.34/−126.71/−133.90 − 138.09 − 136.16
(3,0,0) −/ −126.51/−131.43 −110.08/−126.09/−133.82 − 138.35 − 132.63

aThe basis set used are given in Ref. 37.
bThese calculations are carried out without core polarization potential corrections (CPP).
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of the He3ICl potential energy surface, V(r, R1, R2, R3,
θ1, θ2, θ3, ϕ1, ϕ2) in the ZX (a, b) and XY (c, d) Cartesian planes. The ICl
distance is fixed at 2.321 Å along the Z-axis, while the geometry of the tetra-
atomic molecule is fixed to a linear (0,1,1) configuration (a), police-nightstick
(1,1,0) configuration (b, c), and tetrahedral (2,0,0) configuration (d) with the
He atoms in the equilibrium positions of Table I. Contour intervals are of
5 cm−1 for energies from 135 cm−1 in panel (a), 140 cm−1 in panels (b) and
(c), and 130 cm−1 in panel (d).

ECP28MDF, in conjunction with the SDB-aug-cc-pVTQZ
and aug-cc-pVXZ-PP basis sets for the valence electrons of
the I atom,40–42 while for the He/Cl atoms a series of correla-
tion consistent basis sets is used,43 allowing to obtain interac-
tion energies at the complete basis set, CBS) limit. We used
the three-point extrapolation scheme by Peterson et al.44 with
X = T, Q, and 5 the cardinal number of the aug-cc-pVXZ
series basis sets. The results of the calculated interaction en-
ergies are listed in Table II. As it can be seen for the triatomic
case the analytical PES describes pretty well the indicated

configurations compared to the original ab initio values us-
ing the basis sets from Ref. 37, with differences of no more
than 0.9 cm−1, that is similar to the maximum deviation value
mentioned above for the fitting procedure. Also comparing
the potential values with a more accurate calculation of the
interaction energies at the CBS[TQ5] limit (see Table II), we
found that the maximum difference counts to 1.9 cm−1, with
deeper well depths for (0,1,0) and (1,0,0) configurations, and
shallower for the (0,0,1) one. These differences are directly
reflected to the corresponding values for the tetra- and penta-
atomic species, where the additivity of the interaction forces
could be checked at each CCSD(T) calculation. Thus, devi-
ations at the most of ≈4 and 6 cm−1 are expected for the
He2ICl and He3ICl potentials, respectively, taken as reference
data from the CBS[TQ5] computations.

B. MCTDH calculations

To solve the eigenvalue problem we use the improved
relaxation method implemented in the Heidelberg MCTDH
code.32, 33, 45 The MCTDH program requires the potential en-
ergy operator to be written as the sum of products of single-
particle operators. The POTFIT program is used to obtain the
desired product representation by expanding the PES in natu-
ral potentials.23, 46 In Table III we present the parameters used
for the POTFIT calculations, together with the primitive basis
employed in both POTFIT and the MCTDH calculations. For
each degree of freedom we show the corresponding type of
basis set used, where sin stands for the sine discrete variable
representation (DVR) basis, HO is for the harmonic oscillator
DVR basis and Leg and Pleg correspond to the one and two
dimensional Legendre DVR basis, respectively. The number

TABLE III. POTFIT and MCTDH parameters used in the refitting of the PESs. For each coordinate we list the number
and type of primitive basis set, as well as the range covered by the calculations. The number of natural potentials, the
relevant regions of the potential together with the root-mean-square error for the fits are also given. Contr stands for the
mode over which a contraction is done.

HeICl(r,R3,θ3) He–He(R1,R3,θ1,θ3,ϕ1) He–He(R1,R2,θ1,θ2,ϕ1,ϕ2)

Primitive basis
Nr (sin) 35 . . . . . .
r-range (Å) [2.15, 2.50] . . . . . .
NR (HO) 41 41 41
R-range (Å) [2.80, 7.41] [2.80, 7.41] [2.80, 7.41]
Nθ (Leg) / Nθ (Pleg) 21 / 0 21 / 21 0 / 21
θ -range (rad) [0, π ] [0, π ] [0, π ]
Nϕ . . . 15 15
ϕ-range (rad.) [0, 2π ] [0, 2π ] [0, 2π ]

Natural potentials
Nr 20 . . . . . .
NR 20 . . . . . .
Nθ Contr . . . . . .
NR1θ1/R2θ3 . . . Contr/150 . . .
NR1θ1/R2θ2 . . . . . . Contr/150
Nϕ1/ϕ2 . . . 10/- 10/10
Relevant regions V < 20 cm−1 V < 5 cm−1 V < 5 cm−1

rms error on relevant < 10−3 0.1 0.4
grid points (cm−1)
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TABLE IV. Number of single-particle functions (SPF) and least populated
orbital population of the MCTDH improved relaxation calculations.

HeICl He2ICl He3ICl

SPF
Nr 3 2 1
NR3 10 . . . . . .
NR1,θ1 . . . 12 5
NR2,θ2 . . . . . . 5
NR3,θ3 . . . 12 5
Nϕ1 . . . 5 . . .
Nϕ1ϕ2 . . . . . . 12
Least populated orbital population 1 × 10−7 1 × 10−5 5 × 10−5

of natural potentials included in the POTFIT calculations for
the VHeICl and VHe−He potential energy surfaces are also listed.
As ϕ3 is set to 0 (see Fig. 1), different fittings (5D and 6D) of
the VHe−He potential are performed in the penta-atomic case
to consider all the He–He interactions. The introduction of
weights can increase the accuracy of the potential fit for the
relevant regions, and thus in Table III we list the relevant re-
gions of the potential considered in the above mentioned cal-
culations, as well as the root mean square (rms) error for all
the fits.

The Hamiltonian operators employed here, for zero
total angular momentum in the coordinates described in
Fig. 1, for N = 1, 2, and 3 has been previously presented in
Refs. 14, 17, and 34, respectively. The parity under Ri ↔ Rj
exchange is not taken into account in the present calculations.
In Table IV we resume the number of single particle func-
tions (SPFs) included in the improved relaxation calculations
for HeNICl with N = 1, 2, 3. By taking advantage of the na-
ture of these He complexes in which a helium atom is barely
affected by the other ones, we introduce here a mode com-
bination scheme that differs from the one used previously.34

The correlation of the Ri and θ i, for i running on the differ-
ent He atoms, is very strong, and we show that the contrac-
tion of these degrees of freedom into one mode speeds up
the calculations significantly. Moreover, this scheme allows
the construction of very convenient initial wavefunctions by
considering for each contracted mode (Ri,θ i) the eigenfunc-
tion corresponding to the solutions of the HeICl 2D problem.
For the r coordinate of the ICl distance one SPF function
is enough to described the lowest vdW states. The popula-
tion of a second SPF on this degree of freedom was found
to be of less than 10−5 for improved relaxation calculations
of the ground vdW states of the He2ICl and He3ICl com-
plexes. The populations of the highest (least populated) natu-
ral orbital of the other modes is included for the three cases
in Table IV. The improved relaxation runs are converged to
within 10−4 cm−1.

C. Vibrational bound states

The results of the bound state calculations are sum-
marize in Table V. We also label the computed states
as (#T,#L,#A)v=i following the notation mentioned above,
to characterize the averaged vibrational structure of the

TABLE V. Zero point energies (ZPE) and their % values (in parenthesis) of
the corresponding potential well-depths (see Table I), together with the bind-
ing energies (D0) for the different HeNICl isomers, with N = 1, 2, 3. The
comparison with experimental observations (Ref. 24) and previous theoreti-
cal results is also included. Energies are in cm−1.

ZPE(%) D0

(#T,#L,#A) This work Theor. Expt.
(0,1,0) 40.23(68.6%) 18.390 18.29 (2D)a 22.0(2)
(1,0,0) 23.83(61.2%) 15.137 15.15 (2D)a 16.6(3)
(0,0,1) 25.73(67.7%) 12.298 12.33 (2D)a

(1,1,0) (5D/6D) 64.03(65.5%) 33.664/33.692 33.514b/- 38.6(4)
(0,1,1) (5D/6D) 65.79(68.0%) 30.818/30.883 31.598b/-
(2,0,0) (5D/6D) 54.82(64.0%) 30.925/30.820 30.465b/- 33.2(4)
(2,0,0)v=1 (5D/6D) . . . 29.804/29.730 29.191b/-
(2,0,0)v=2 (5D/6D) . . . 28.513/29.505 —/-
(1,0,1) (5D/6D) 49.23(63.6%) 28.184/28.167 28.033b/-

(2,1,0) 94.91(65.7%) 49.599 . . . . . .
(2,1,0)v=1 . . . 48.418 . . . . . .
(3,0,0) 85.36(64.4%) 47.273 . . . . . .
(3,0,0)v=1 . . . 45.728 . . . . . .
(1,1,1) 89.32(65.6%) 46.838 . . . . . .

aReference 37.
bReference 21

molecule, and a super-index v = i is added to indicate that
the referred state is i times vibrationally excited in the He–He
stretching mode. The calculated binding energies and zero-
point energies (ZPEs) are also presented together with some
other theoretical and experimental results available in the lit-
erature in Table V. As the He atoms are located in linear, near
T-shape, and antilinear configurations the radial distributions
present averaged values at R0 of 3.82, 3.86, and 5.12 Å, re-
spectively (see Figs. 3 and 4). All complexes are showing high
anharmonicity, especially the linear ones, with the ZPEs being
more than 60% of their potential well energy.

For the triatomic HeICl molecule we find three differ-
ent isomers: linear (0,1,0), near T-shape (1,0,0), and anti-
linear (0,0,1), with binding energies of 18.390, 15.137, and
12.298 cm−1, respectively. These results compare very well
to the 2D variational calculations with the ICl distance frozen
at its equilibrium value (re = 2.321 Å), where binding ener-
gies of 18.29 cm−1 for the (0,1,0), 15.15 cm−1 for the (1,0,0)
and 12.33 cm−1 for the (0,0,1) isomers have been reported.37

In Table V we also include the experimental results based on
the HeICl action spectra recorded in the B–X, 3–0 region of
the ICl.24 In a series of LIF and action spectroscopy experi-
ments binding energies of 22.0(2) cm−1 have been reported
for the linear (0,1,0) isomer, while for the (1,0,0) one values
of 19.5(6) and 16.6(3) cm−1 have been estimated based on
a thermodynamical model and from recent more direct ex-
perimental measurements, respectively.24, 47, 48 The difference
between the two isomers from the above experimental stud-
ies has been predicted to be 2.5(6) and 5.4 cm−1, respectively,
with the present theoretical being 3.25 cm−1. We should point
out here that, as we show in Table II, the differences between
the most accurate CBS[TQ5] results and employed PES en-
ergies count for no more than 2.0 cm−1 at the well-depths
values, which depending on the anharmonicity might affect
to the binding D0 energies of the HeICl isomers. One can see
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FIG. 3. Angular and radial probability density distributions of the indicated
He2ICl conformers, respectively. The set of coordinates used to describe the
He2ICl complex is (r, R1, R3, θ1, θ3, ϕ1) (see Fig. 1). In the top and bottom
panels we add a subindex to the legends indicating if we are considering
the He1 (solid lines) or the He3 (dashed lines). In the top panel, we plot the
distributions in θ1,3, in the central panel in ϕ1 and in the bottom panel in R1,3.
In the central panel we include two states corresponding to excitations of the
ϕ1 mode in the (2,0,0) conformer.

that by improving the ab initio computations a better agree-
ment could be achieved with the experimental values. Espe-
cially, for the (1,0,0) isomer, where the theoretical value is
lower by only 1.5 cm−1, although this is not the case for the
linear (0,1,0) where larger difference of 3.6 cm−1 is found.
Moreover, we should note that these differences will have also
an effect for the larger clusters due to the additivity of the tri-
atomic potential terms (see Eq. (2)).
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FIG. 4. Probability density distributions in R1 (black/solid), R2 (red/dashed),
and R3 (blue/points) in angstroms (left side panels) and in θ1 (black/solid), θ2
(red/dashed), and θ3 (blue/points) in degrees (rightside panels) of the He3ICl
(2,1,0), (3,0,0), and (1,1,1) conformers in the top, central, and bottom panels,
respectively.

We should also comment on the theoretical prediction of
an antilinear (0,0,1) conformer for HeICl cluster as the transi-
tions corresponding to such conformer have not been detected
by the experiment.22 Previous studies carried out on the X
and B state of homonuclear dihalogen systems plus a helium
atom using high-level ab initio methodology have found im-
portant differences in the topology of the X and B potential
energy surfaces, being the most notable difference the lost
of the linear isomer in the B state.13, 14 Taking into account
the Frank-Condon factors for those systems one can see that
the transitions between the T-shaped levels are strongly fa-
vored over the transitions from the linear conformer in the X
ground electronic level to some excited and highly delocal-
ized intermolecular vibrational level in the B electronic ex-
cited state. Unfortunately, there is not such a study for a sys-
tem with a heteronuclear dihalogen molecule. However, due
to the differences in the R0 averaged values mentioned above,
it is very likely that the Frank-Condon factors for the transi-
tion between the antilinear isomer and the complex in the B
state make this transition very unfavorable. In addition to this
effect, the differences in binding energy between the different
isomers in the X electronic state indicates that, as higher val-
ues of the temperature are needed to populate the (0,0,1) con-
former, the population of the rotationally excited states of the
T-shaped isomers increases and the analysis and assignment
of the spectra becomes much more complicated. Apart from
the low intensities for such transitions, an additional difficulty
for the experiment might come from the presence of transi-
tions involving isotopic species, He–I37Cl, that could hide the
ones corresponding to the (0,0,1) isomer.
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FIG. 5. Two dimensional angular density distributions in ϕ1 and ϕ2 in de-
grees of the He3ICl (2,1,0), (2,1,0)v=1, (3,0,0), (1,1,1), and (3,0,0)v=1 states.

In the tetra-atomic case the five lowest bound states,
corresponding to the relaxed v = 0 (1,1,0), (0,1,1), (2,0,0)
isomers and to two vibrational excited states of the (2,0,0) iso-
mer in the He–He bond, denoted as (2,0,0)v=1 and (2,0,0)v=2,
have been calculated. The results presented in Table V, where
we can see that the 5D and 6D values of the vibrational
states are very close in energy, with a maximum difference of
0.1 cm−1 for the (2,0,0) state, indicating the small influence of
the r-coordinate in the calculation of states. The 6D MCTDH
binding energies of the states are 33.692, 30.883, 30.820,
and 28.167 cm−1 for the relaxed (1,1,0), (0,1,1), (2,0,0), and
(1,0,1) isomers, respectively. The vibrationally excited states
(2,0,0)v=1 and (2,0,0)v=2 are located at energies 29.730 and
29.505 cm−1, respectively. Also, we found somehow larger
differences of 0.78 cm−1 for the (0,1,1) state between the

5D variational and MCTDH results. This was not the case
for the He2Br2 system, where these differences count less
than 0.1 cm−1.34 By carrying out further test calculations we
attribute these differences to the better convergence of the
present MCTDH computations as compared to the previous
variational ones.25 Changing the homonuclear Br2 to the het-
eronuclear ICl reduces the symmetry of the system causing
the calculations to be computationally much more expensive
and the MCTDH method is capable of treating these high
dimensionally systems without the computational difficulties
found in the variational calculations.

In Fig. 3 we plot the radial and angular distributions of
these states. In the top and bottom panels of the distributions
probabilities in θ1/θ3 and R1/R3 (see the coordinate notation
of Fig. 1) allow the assignment to the (1,1,0), (0,1,1), (2,0,0),
and (1,0,1) isomers. In the central panel of Fig. 3 the distribu-
tion probabilities in ϕ1 are presented. We include in this panel
the distribution probabilities of the (2,0,0)v=1 and (2,0,0)v=2

states that allow their assignment to excitations of the v He–
He stretching mode. The experimental values of the binding
energy of the tetra-atomic complexes, 38.6(4) and 33.2(4) for
the (1,1,0) and (2,0,0) conformers, have been estimated from
the sum of the experimental binding energies of the triatomic
complexes,22 therefore, we obtained the expected differences
with the calculated theoretical values. However, the energet-
ical order of the calculated isomers at T = 0 K agrees with
the temperature dependent experimental results of Boucher
et al.22 for T = 1.07 and 2.34 K. The lack of the (0,1,1)
isomer in the experimental measurements appears also to be
a consequence of the possible difficulties of the experiment,
discussed above in the case of the (0,0,1) configuration of the
triatomic system.

For the He3ICl molecule, the 9D MCTDH calculations
presented here reveal three different possible isomeric struc-
tures corresponding to the (2,1,0), (3,0,0), and (1,1,1) config-
urations at energies 49.599, 47.273, and 46.838 cm−1, respec-
tively (see Table V). In Fig. 4 we present the radial (see left
panels) and angular (see right ones) probability density dis-
tributions of these states. We also obtained the vibrationally
excited states, (2,1,0)v=1 and (3,0,0)v=1, with binding ener-
gies 48.418 and 45.728 cm−1. In Fig. 5 we show the two di-
mensional distributions in ϕ1 and ϕ2. We can see that, for the
(2,1,0)v=1 state, the excitation corresponds to ϕ1, the angle
between the two He atoms located in the near T-shape well.
In the case of the (3,0,0)v=1 a much more complicated dis-
tribution (see Fig. 5) is found, corresponding to a combined
excitation in ϕ1 and ϕ2 involving the three atoms in the near
T-shape well.

In the spectroscopic studies of Boucher et al.22 two con-
formers of the He3ICl complex have been stabilized, and the
corresponding features have been assigned to the (2,1,0) and
(3,0,0) configurations, while no evidence of the (1,1,1) con-
figuration has been detected. However, binding energy values
or relative stability studies to determine which configuration
is more favorable have not been reported in the above experi-
mental study. Thus, we can only see that our theoretical results
are in qualitative agreement with the experimental ones, and
provide information about the stability of the different con-
formers, not yet accessible by the experiment.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

This manuscript presents theoretical results on the
weakly bound vdW He2,3ICl clusters. Two key computa-
tional and methodological advantages have enable us to do
this. First, the ab initio electronic structure technology that
permits to carry out high level calculations for very weak
long range intermolecular interactions for systems containing
heavy atoms, such as the iodine, and the reliability of the rep-
resentation of the underlying potential energy surface for such
complexes. Second, the availability of performing full dimen-
sional quantum calculations within the MCTDH framework,
that allows the treatment of more degrees of freedom than
other quantum methods, maintaining the correlation between
them. In our theoretical approach the PESs are based on the
sum of triatomic HeICl CCSD(T) parameterized potentials
plus the He–He interactions. To represent the PESs in a com-
putationally adequate way for the MCTDH calculations natu-
ral potential fits are employed. A mode combination scheme
was also introduced in order to speed up the improved relax-
ation computations. In this way various low-lying vibrational
states of the He2,3ICl clusters are calculated, and vibrational-
lly averaged structures, ZPEs and binding energies of dif-
ferent isomers, corresponding to (#T,#L,#A) configurations,
were obtained. The MCTDH results are compared with previ-
ous theoretical data for the 5D tetra-atomic system, and with
recent experimental data available for both tetra- and penta-
atomic clusters. In particular, for the He2ICl we obtained the
same relative stability as predicted by the experiment for the
(1,1,0) and (2,0,0) conformers, while other isomers not de-
tected by the experiment involving a He atom at the antilinear
position, the (0,1,1) and (1,0,1) ones were characterized. For
the He3ICl we obtained a qualitative agreement with the ex-
perimental observations, since only two isomers, the (2,1,0)
and (3,0,0), have been experimentally identified without any
values reported on their binding energies. Again a new con-
former associated with the antilinear configuration, the (1,1,1)
one, is localized, and the difficulties of the experiment to de-
tect such structures for the He1,2,3ICl complexes are analyzed
and discussed. However, in order to complement our findings
we think that further theoretical investigations, especially on
the topology of involved excited electronic states of rare-gas-
heteronuclear dihalogen complexes and spectral simulations,
are needed together with experimental studies providing ad-
ditional insights into the interactions of such systems.
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